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The dual-resonance nonlinear filter@Meddiset al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.109, 2852–2861~2001!# was
presented as a digital time-domain algorithm to model nonlinear auditory frequency selectivity. This
report extends previous work by presenting an approximate analytic transfer function that allows
calculating and analyzing its level-dependent frequency-domain response. The transfer function is
derived on the assumption that the filter behaves linearly for any given input amplitude. It matches
accurately the response~gain and phase! of the digital filter for tones. Practical uses for the transfer
function are suggested. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1605389#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dual-resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter is an algo-
rithm capable of reproducing an important number of phy
ological ~Meddis et al., 2001; Sumneret al., 2002, 2003a,
2003b! and psychophysical~Lopez-Poveda and Meddis
2001! phenomena pertaining to nonlinear auditory frequen
selectivity. It was originally designed digitally in thetime
domain to extend its validity for complex, broadband stim
and to facilitate its application to real-time systems. Ho
ever, filters are better understood in terms of theirfrequency-
domain response. This is particularly true for the DRNL filt
as its best frequency, tuning, gain, and phase characteri
change with the amplitude of its input signal. This rep
extends previous work by presenting ananalytic transfer
function for evaluating the amplitude-dependent freque
response~gain and phase! of the DRNL filter based on its
response totones.

Nonlinear filters alter the spectral content of the inp
waveform, and thus do not have proper transfer functi
~Smith, 2002!. Indeed, deriving an approximate transf
function of the DRNL filter has been possible because all
one of its components~Fig. 1! are linear and time invariant
The nonlinear stage@U( f ) in Fig. 1# applies a memoryless
time-varying gain that depends on the instantaneous am
tude of its input waveform. Although its exact transfer fun
tion does not exist, an approximation is made here to ob
it. It consists of treating the nonlinear stage as a tim
invariant gain that depends on thepeakamplitude of its in-
put. This approximation is equivalent to assuming that
DRNL filter is linear for any given input level. Below it is
shown that this approximation preserves, with good ac
racy, the nonlinear gain and phase properties of the dig
DRNL filter in response to tones, although it sacrifices
effect of the original nonlinear gain stage on the spec
content of its output.

The proposed transfer function may have a numbe

a!Electronic mail: ealopezpoveda@usal.es
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applications. The assumption on which it has been deri
~linear behavior of the filter for any given input level! is
commonly made in psychophysics for measuring audit
filter shapes~Moore, 1998, Chap. 3!, and in physiology for
measuring basilar-membrane~BM! isointensity and input/
output curves~Robles and Ruggero, 2001!. Therefore, it may
be used to model these types of data. The transfer func
demonstrates the contribution of every parameter of ev
component stage of the DRNL filter to its frequency r
sponse. This knowledge facilitates tuning the numerous
rameters of the filter to reproduce specific data sets.

The transfer function may also be used to investigate
extent that suppression and distortion phenomena affect
ditory filter shapes derived from notch-noise data~Moore,
1998!. An estimate could be obtained by comparing t
transfer function against the response of the digital DR
filter to the notch-noise stimuli, both computed with identic
parameters tuned for the transfer function to match the fi
shapes. The difference in response may be attributed to
pression and distortion present during data collection,
these effects will be modeled by the digital DRNL filte
~Meddiset al., 2001! but not by the transfer function.

The transfer function allows computing the response
the DRNL filter for tones much more rapidly than its digit
implementation. Therefore, it may be particularly useful f
applications that require evaluating the frequency respo
of filter banks; for example, during the development o
speech processing strategies for auditory prostheses bas
the DRNL filter ~e.g., Wilsonet al., 2002!. It may also be
used to compute level-dependent excitation patterns from
ditory filter shapes modeled with the DRNL filter using th
method of Glasberg and Moore~1990!.

II. THE TRANSFER FUNCTION

The transfer function of a filter is the ratio of the Fouri
transform of its output signal,y(t), to the Fourier transform
of the input signal,x(t) ~Hartmann, 1998, p. 195!. For the
DRNL filter ~Fig. 1!, this can be written as
114(4)/2112/6/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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HDRNL~ f !5
F@y~ t !#~ f !

F@x~ t !#~ f !
, ~1!

where F means Fourier transform. The output from t
DRNL filter is the sum of the outputs from its linear,yL(t),
and nonlinear,yN(t), paths. The input to both paths is th
same and equal tox(t). Therefore, by virtue of the linea
properties of the Fourier transform, Eq.~1! can be rewritten
as

HDRNL~ f !5
F@yL~ t !1yN~ t !#~ f !

F@x~ t !#~ f !
5HL~ f !1HN~ f !. ~2!

That is, the transfer function of the DRNL filter can be e
pressed as the sum of the individual transfer functions o
two paths,HL( f ) andHN( f ).

A. The transfer function of the linear path

The linear path~Fig. 1! consists of a linear gain,g, fol-
lowed by a cascade ofn first-order gammatone~GT! filters
followed by a cascade ofm second-order Butterworth low-
pass~LP! filters, all with unit gain in their passbands. A
these elements are linear and time invariant. Therefore,
transfer function of the linear path,HL( f ), can be expresse
as the product of the individual transfer functions of its thr
stages

HL~ f !5g•@GTL~ f !#n
•@LPL~ f !#m, ~3!

whereGTL( f ), andLPL( f ) denote the transfer functions o
the individual GT and LP filters in the linear path, respe
tively. These are described in the following two sections.

1. The transfer function of the first-order gammatone
filter

The transfer function of afirst-order GT filter with unit
gain at its center frequency,f c ~Hz!, is as follows~Stone,
1995; Hartmann, 1998!:

GT~ f !5k•F B

B1 j ~ f 2 f c!
1

B

B1 j ~ f 1 f c!
G , ~4!

where j 5A(21), B is half the 3-dB bandwidth~Hz! of the
first-order GT filter ~Hartmann, 1998!, and k is a constant
that makesGT( f ) have unit gain atf c

k5
1

u11 ~B/B12 j f c!u
. ~5!

FIG. 1. Architecture of the dual-resonance nonlinear filter. The symb
between the top and the bottom processing paths inform of the paramet
each filter stage. The transfer function of each~GT or LP! filter or gain stage
is given above~top path! or below ~bottom path! its corresponding block.
See the main text for details.
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For convenience,GT( f ) can be expressed using com
plex polar notation as

GT~ f !5RGT~ f !•exp@ j fGT~ f !#, ~6!

where RGT( f )5uGT( f )u is the gain of the GT filter, and
fGT( f )5arg@GT( f )# its phase.

2. The transfer function of the second-order
Butterworth low-pass filter

The transfer function of a second-order Butterwo
low-pass filter, LP(f ), can be expressed using complex po
notation as

LP~ f !5RLP~ f !•exp@ j fLP~ f !# ~7a!

~Oppenheimet al., 1999!, where the gain,RLP( f ), and the
phase,fLP( f ), of the filter are

RLP~ f !5F 1

~12 f R
2 !212 f R

2G 0.5

, ~7b!

fLP~ f !5arctanS 2A2 f R

12 f R
2 D , ~7c!

with f R5 f / f u , andf u being the 3-dB-down cutoff frequenc
~Hz! of the filter.

Therefore, the transfer function of the linear path can
obtained by substituting Eqs.~6! and ~7a! into Eq. ~3!

HL~ f !5g•@RGTL~ f !#n
•@RLPL~ f !#m

•exp$ j @nfGTL~ f !

1mfLPL~ f !#%. ~8!

The subscripts GTL and LPL refer to the GT and LP filters
the linear path, respectively.

B. The transfer function of the nonlinear path

The nonlinear path~Fig. 1! is a cascade ofp first-order
GT filters, followed by acompressivenonlinear gain, fol-
lowed by another cascade ofp GT filters~identical to the first
one!, followed by a cascade ofq second-order Butterworth
LP filters. Assuming that the transfer function for the nonli
ear gain,U( f ), exists~see below!, the transfer function of
the nonlinear path can be expressed as the product of
transfer functions of its stages

HN~ f !5U~ f !•@GTN~ f !#2p
•@LPN~ f !#q, ~9!

where GTN( f ) andLPN( f ) denote the transfer functions o
the individual GT and LP filters in the nonlinear path, respe
tively.

Only the transfer function of the nonlinear gain,U( f ),
remains to be described.

1. The transfer function of the nonlinear gain

Meddis et al. ~2001! defined the time-domain form o
the nonlinear gain as

z~ t !5sign@v~ t !#•min$a•uv~ t !u,b•uv~ t !uc%, ~10!

where v(t) and z(t) are the input and output waveform
to/from the nonlinear gain~Fig. 1!, a andb are gain param-
eters~>0!, andc is the compression exponent (0,c<1). It
is, therefore, a memoryless~instantaneous!, time-varying

ls
of
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nonlinear gain. As such, it isnot possible to derive its ana
lytic transfer function~Smith, 2002!.

In practice~e.g., Meddiset al., 2001; Lopez-Poveda an
Meddis, 2001!, the frequency response of thedigital DRNL
filter is evaluated by examining thepeakamplitude and the
phase of its output waveform in response to sinusoids.
sinusoidal inputs, an approximation can be made that all
derivation of an analytic transfer function for the nonlinea
gain stage. Letu(t) denote the approximated time-doma
function, which is as follows:

u~ t !5min~a,bVc21!•v~ t !. ~11!

u(t) applies an instantaneous time-invariant gain that de-
pends only on thepeakamplitude,V, of the input sinusoid,
v(t). The error of the approximation is zero whenV is less
than or equal to the compression-threshold amplitudeVc

5(b/a)1/(12c), as u(t)5z(t). However, whenV.Vc the
original nonlinear gain,z(t), applies instantaneous compre
sion that alters the shape of the input waveform@Fig. 2~a!#
and hence its spectral content@Fig. 2~b!#. This property isnot
preserved by the approximated gain,u(t), which remains a
pure sinusoid. Nevertheless, the frequency and phase ofu(t)
are identical to those of the fundamental frequency ofz(t).
Furthermore, its amplitude is equal to thepeakamplitude of
z(t) @Fig. 2~a!#. In summary,u(t) maintains the properties o
the original nonlinear gain, and hence of the DRNL filt
regarding the gain and the phase of its response to sinus
~see Sec. III below!.

An important advantage of Eq.~11! is that it has an
exact transfer function

U~ f !5min~a,bVc21!. ~12!

In the DRNL filter ~Fig. 1!, V is the product between th
peak amplitude of the input sinusoid to the DRNL filter,X,
and the gain of the first GT-filter cascade in the nonlin
path, @RGTN( f )#p. Hence,V depends on the frequencyand
on the peak amplitude of the input tone to the DRNL filte

V~ f ,X!5X•@RGTN~ f !#p. ~13!

The transfer function of the approximated nonlinearity
obtained by replacingV( f ,X) into Eq. ~12!

U~ f ,X!5min$a,b@RGTN~ f !#p~c21!Xc21%. ~14!

The notationU( f ,X) makes explicit that the transfer func
tion depends on the frequency of the input tone to the DR
filter and on its peak amplitude~X!.

The frequency transfer function of the nonlinear pa
can now be derived by substituting Eqs.~6!, ~7a!, and ~14!
into Eq. ~9!

HN~ f ,X!5min$a,b@RGTN~ f !#p~c21!Xc21%•@RGTN~ f !#2p

•@RLPN~ f !#q
•exp$ j @2pfGTN~ f !

1qfLPN~ f !#%. ~15!

C. The transfer function of the DRNL filter

It follows from Eq. ~2! that the transfer function of the
DRNL filter, HDRNL( f ), can be expressed in polar form as
2114 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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HDRNL~ f !5RDRNL~ f !•exp@ j fDRNL~ f !#, ~16!

where

RDRNL~ f !5@RL
21RN

2 12RLRN cos~fN2fL!#0.5, ~17a!

fDRNL~ f !5arctanS RL sinfL1RN sinfN

RL cosfL1RN cosfN
D . ~17b!

RL( f ) and RN( f ) are the magnitudes ofHL( f ) and HN( f ),
respectively, andfL( f ) andfN( f ) their phases, all of which
can be easily worked out from Eqs.~8! and ~15!.

It is noteworthy that Eqs.~17a! and ~17b! show that
when RL( f )!RN( f ), the gain and the phase of the DRN
filter are those of its nonlinear path. However, the linear p
dominates the response whenRL( f )@RN( f ). They also
show that whenRL( f )5RN( f ) and (fN2fL)5Np(N
51,3,5,...), the gain of the DRNL filter is equal to zero a
a notch occurs in the filter’s frequency response, as noted
Meddiset al. ~2001! and Lopez-Poveda and Meddis~2001!.

FIG. 2. ~a! Comparison of the output waveforms from the original@Eq. ~10!#
and the approximated@Eq. ~11!# nonlinear gains for an input waveform
v(t), undergoing compression (V.Vc). The output waveform from the
original nonlinear gain,z(t) ~thick continuous line!, is equal toav(t) at
times whenauv(t)u,buv(t)uc, but equal tobuv(t)uc otherwise. It is periodi-
cal but not a pure sinusoid. Hence, it contains odd distortion harmo
@illustrated in panel~b!#. The output from the approximated nonlinear gai
u(t), has the same peak amplitudeand phase asz(t), but is purely sinu-
soidal and hence showsno distortion harmonics@illustrated in panel~b!#. ~b!
Amplitude spectra of signalsz(t) andu(t) shown in panel~a!.
Enrique A. Lopez-Poveda: Analytic modeling nonlinear auditory filters
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III. EVALUATION

The validity of the transfer function was tested by co
paring its output with the response of the digital, tim
domain implementation1 of the DRNL filter for identical
sinusoidal inputs and for a large number of DRNL-filter p
rameter sets. The results shown in Fig. 3 are only an
ample. They are based on parameters reported in Me
et al. ~2001, Table I! for modeling basilar-membrane re
sponses for the case L113 of Ruggeroet al. ~1997!. These
parameters are reproduced in Table I. The frequency of
sinusoids ranged from 0.253 f cGTN to 23 f cGTN in steps of
0.053 f cGTN. Their amplitude corresponded to soun
pressure levels ranging from 0 to 100 dB in steps of 20
but it was scaled down to typical values of stapes velocity~in
units of m/s!, to match the expected order of magnitude
the DRNL-filter input. The scalar was fixed at 1
31025 (m/s/Pa) across frequencies.

The amplitude and the phase responses of the dig
DRNL filter were measured by applying a standard s
wave fit algorithm~Händel, 2000! to its output. The input
sinusoids had a duration of 10 ms and were sampled at a
of 106 Hz. The sampling rate was made so large to minim
any possible error due to sampling.

Figures 3~a! and~b! show a close match in the gain an
the phase responses between the digital and the analy
implementations. Figure 3~c! shows that the error is smal
particularly for low-and high-input amplitudes, where th
DRNL filter behaves linearly.

Although not illustrated here, the discrepancy betwe
the transfer function and the digital evaluations increa
when lower sampling rates are used. The discrepanc
qualitatively more important in the phase response of
filter. It is attributed to sampling and is most prominent f
the GT filters than for the low-pass filters, especially for hi
f c’s and for frequencies remote fromf c ~see the footnote!.

Increasing the amount of compression~by decreasing
exponentc of the compressive nonlinearity! hardly reduces
the accuracy of the transfer function. However, its ma
with the digital evaluation improves whenc increases, as the
filter behaves more linearly and the negative effects of
approximation diminish.

Remarkably, the transfer function took 0.16 s of CP
time to compute, whereas its digital counterpart took 30.
~both computed inMATLAB ™ 6.5!. Obviously, the long time
required for evaluating the digital DRNL filter is the result
using an excessively high sampling rate. However, the dig
implementation still took 5.5 s when the sampling rate w
ten times smaller (105 Hz).

IV. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE
APPROXIMATE ANALYTIC TRANSFER FUNCTION:
MODELING BASILAR-MEMBRANE RESPONSES
TO PURE TONES

Previous dedicated reports have shown that the dig
DRNL filter reproduces to a good approximation BM r
sponses to pure tones~Meddis et al., 2001; Sumneret al.,
2002, 2003b; Lopez-Najeraet al., 2003!. For this purpose,
they compared thepeakamplitude of the output waveform
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003 Enrique
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FIG. 3. A comparison between the response of the transfer function~con-
tinuous line! and the digital DRNL filter~dots!. Different lines illustrate the
response to different input amplitudes corresponding to levels ranging f
0 to 100 dB SPL in 20-dB steps. The amplitudes were further scaled d
by 1.531025 across frequencies~see the main text for details!. ~a! Gain
~dB!. Note the overlap between the lines for 0- and 20-dB input levels.~b!
Phase~cycles!. ~c! Difference~digital minus transfer function! between the
results obtained with the two methods.
2115A. Lopez-Poveda: Analytic modeling nonlinear auditory filters
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from the filter in response to pure tones of various frequ
cies and levels against corresponding experimental data~e.g.,
Meddiset al., 2001!. Above, it has been shown that the a
proximate analytic transfer function resembles the lev
dependent frequency response of the digital filter as m
sured from its peak response to pure tones. Therefore, it
be used to model BM iso-intensity or input/output curves

An example is shown in Fig. 4, where the analytic tran
fer function~thick continuous line! is compared against BM
iso-intensity curves~thin dotted lines! reported by Ruggero
et al. ~1997, Fig. 9!. The response of the digital DRNL filte
is also shown~thick dashed lines! for comparison. Both the
digital and analytic versions of the filter were computed
described in Sec. III. This time, however, the experimen
frequency response of the stapes was used as the
~crosses in Fig. 4!. This was taken from Fig. 9 of Rugger
et al. ~1997! and was assumed to grow linearly with leve
Both filter evaluations were computed only for those f
quencies for which experimental data were available.
though no attempt was made to adjust the original par
eters@provided by Meddiset al. ~2001! to model this specific
data set#, the fit of the analytic transfer function is reasonab
and comparable to that of the digital filter. The total Eucl
ean distance to the data was comparable for both evaluat
57.1 dB for the digital, and 58.4 dB for the analytical ve
sion.

The procedure for optimizing the parameters of the
proximate transfer function to model other data sets wo
be identical to that for the digital DRNL filter. The latter
described in detail elsewhere~Meddis et al., 2001; Lopez-
Poveda and Meddis, 2001!. This may seem surprising at firs
given that the digital filter is intrinsically nonlinear for eac
level, whereas the proposed transfer function is linear~but
different for each level!. However, it is noteworthy that the
procedures of Meddiset al. ~2001! and Lopez-Poveda an
Meddis ~2001! were based on adjusting the digital filter
reproduce experimental frequency responses in the form
input/output~or their equivalent iso-intensity! curves, such
as those shown in Fig. 4. They then showed that other n

TABLE I. Parameters for the DRNL filter used to produce the results sho
in this report~reproduced from Table I of Meddiset al., 2001, set L113!.

Parameter Value

Linear path
n 2
m 4
g 100
f cGTL ~Hz) 8 000
BGTL ~Hz) 2 000
f uLPL ~Hz) 8 000

Nonlinear path
p 3
q 3
a 12 000
b 0.057
c 0.25
f cGTN ~Hz) 9 800
BGTN ~Hz) 1 400
f uLPN ~Hz) 9 800
2116 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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linear properties~such as level-dependent frequency selec
ity and phase, distortion, or suppression! emergenaturally
from the filter as a result of its characteristic dual-resona
architecture. It follows from their procedure that the analy
transfer function may be used as a fast tool to optimize
parameters of the digital DRNL filter.

It must be acknowledged, however, that Lopez-Naj
et al. ~2003! suggest that a more realistic nonlinear behav
is achieved when the parameters are optimized to fitsimul-
taneouslythe amplitudeand phaseaspects of the BM re-
sponse, and not only the amplitude aspect as Meddiset al.
~2001! or Lopez-Poveda and Meddis~2001! did. The ana-
lytic transfer function is still valid for this purpose, as it als
allows calculating the phase response of the digital DR
filter.

V. DISCUSSION

The transfer function has been derived on an approxim
tion ~see above! that maintains the gain and the phase pro
erties of the digital DRNL filteralmostintact, but disregards
the effect of the nonlinearity on the spectral content of
output @Fig. 2~b!#. That is, the transfer function does n
preserve the distortion harmonics observed in output sig
from the digital nonlinearity for a sinusoidal input. This d
fect is minimized by the fact that the second cascade of
filters in the nonlinear path attenuates any high-order h

FIG. 4. A comparison of the approximate analytic transfer function~thick
continuous line! with the iso-intensity gain BM data~dotted line, open
circles! of Fig. 9 of Ruggeroet al. ~1997!. The response of the digital DRNL
filter is also shown~thick dashed line!. Both versions of the DRNL filter
were evaluated with identical parameters~given in Table I!. They were
computed for the same frequencies for which experimental data were a
able and for input levels ranging from 10 to 110 dB SPL in steps of 20
These are indicated by the numbers next to each curve. Note that the
the analytic transfer function is comparable to that for the digital DR
filter ~see the main text for details!.

n
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monics generated by the original nonlinearity. The degree
attenuation depends on the order and the bandwidth of t
filters.

It is noteworthy that our approach for developing t
approximate transfer function of the nonlinear gain,U( f ),
does not require the particular form of the nonlinearity us
in the DRNL filter. Any other nonlinear gain that does n
deviate too much from a linear function over the range
input amplitudes of interest could also be ‘‘linearized.’’

The approximate transfer function does not prese
suppression and distortion phenomena characteristic of
digital DRNL filter when it is operating in its compressio
region. Therefore, it must be used with care for evaluat
the output spectrum of the digital DRNL filter in response
multitonalor broadbandstimuli whose peak amplitude~after
allowing for filtering through the first GT cascade in th
nonlinear path!, V, exceeds the compression threshold a
plitude, Vc . However, it provides accurate spectrum es
mates foranystimuli such thatV,Vc . For stimuli with very
large amplitudes, generally such thatV@(g/b)1/(c21), the
output from the linear path,RL , is much larger than tha
from the nonlinear path,RN . In this case, the DRNL filter
behaves almost linearly and its approximate analytic tran
function also provides a good estimate of the output sp
trum from the digital filter in response toany stimuli.

The DRNL filter, and more clearly its approximate an
lytic transfer function, suggest that auditory filters may
described by the added output from two parallel resonan
both intrinsically independent of level. It is the relative co
tribution of each resonance to the total filter output, co
trolled by its memoryless nonlinear gain, that confers
DRNL filter level-dependent frequency selectivity and ga
This scheme resembles de Boer’s two-component EQ
theory ~de Boer, 1997!. According to this theory, the BM
impedance is composed of two components, both intrin
cally independent of level; one corresponds to the impeda
of the ‘‘passive’’ BM, and one ‘‘extra’’ impedance that d
Boer relates to the outer hair cells. The relative contribut
of each component to the total BM impedance is control
by a level-dependent factor whose role resembles that of
memoryless nonlinear gain of the DRNL filter. Interesting
de Boer’s theorem also asserts the existence of linear
proximations to nonlinear auditory filters in certain circum
stances~e.g., for wideband random noise of very low amp
tude!.
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1The digital DRNL filter was implemented inMATLAB ™ as described in the
Appendix of Lopez-Poveda and Meddis~2001!. It uses digital IIR GT
filters derived from the continuous-time GT impulse response by apply
the impulse-invariance technique~Stone, 1995!. Slightly different results
from those shown in Fig. 3 would have been obtained if digital GT filte
derived with the bilinear transformation had been used~R. Schatzer, per-
sonal communication, 2003!. Slaney ~1993! discusses different digital
implementations of the GT filter. The bilinear GT filter provides a clos
match to thephaseof its transfer function for all frequencies and for th
two sampling rates tested (105 and 106 Hz). Its gain is also closer to the
transfer function for all conditions except for the lower sampling ra
(105 Hz) and frequencies much higher thanf c , where the impulse-
invariance GT filter performs better.MATLAB ™ implementations of the digi-
tal DRNL filter and of its approximate transfer function are available fro
the author.
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